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Objective:

For you to be able to name at least three tools or techniques to
grade better faster
9:30am

Agree Both Student Feedback and Instructor Time are Valuable

9:32am

Introduce a Time Study Mentality

9:35am

Overview of a Range of Technologies and Options

9:53pm

Encourage You to Target (at least) Three Techniques for Adoption

9:55pm

Audience Participation! (and Optional Lunch Discussion)

This should not take long.

Every minute matters.

Technology is simply the study of techniques for accomplishing tasks.

Working smarter is easier than working harder.

How do you grade better faster? What questions do you have?

Both Are Valuable

“Learners complain that they do not get enough feedback, and educators resent that although
they put considerable time into generating feedback, students take little notice of it.
Both parties agree it is very important.”

STUDENT FEEDBACK
•

The Power of Feedback
•
•
•

•

Developing Sustainable Feedback
Practices
•
•
•

•

John Hattie & Helen Timperley
Review of Education Research
Vol 11(1) p. 81-112, 2007

David Carless, et. al.
Studies in Higher Education
Vol. 36, p. 395-407, 2011

Feedback in Higher Education:
Understanding it and Doing It
•
•

David Boud & Elizabeth Molloy
Routledge Publishers, 2013

INSTRUCTOR TIME

The Mission of Indiana Wesleyan University

“Indiana Wesleyan University is a Christ-centered learning community
committed to changing the world
by developing students in scholarship, character,
and leadership.”
INSTRUCTOR
TIME

•

The Power of Feedback
•
•
•

•

Developing Sustainable Feedback
Practices
•
•
•

•

John Hattie & Helen Timperley
Review of Education Research
Vol 11(1) p. 81-112, 2007

David Carless, et. al.
Studies in Higher Education
Vol. 36, p. 395-407, 2011

Feedback in Higher Education:
Understanding it and Doing It
•
•

David Boud & Elizabeth Molloy
Routledge Publishers, 2013

Developing a Time Study Mentality
Every minute matters…

Assignment

Number

Consider the assignments of a
typical class:
Providing reasonable feedback takes
about 70 minutes per student.
With 20 students, this is about
24 hours for feedback (more with
any breaks). Though this may not be
noticed over many weeks, adjunct
instructors might not earn much
more than minimum wage…

Saving 2 minutes per assignment
saves almost 8 hours,
or essentially an entire work day.

Time
(Min.)

Total
Time
(Min.)

Case Analyses

5

5

25

Essay Exams

2

5

10

Objective Exams

2

5

10

Final Paper

1

15

15

Final Presentation

1

10

10

Total Per Student

11

Students in Class
TOTAL TIME

Course
Time
(Hours)

70
20
24.5
Hours

Tools & Techniques for Saving Time

Add a Second Screen
Expand your desktop…

It is much faster to see Blackboard, the
assignment being graded, and your
rubric all in once glance (the download
files are also visible).
Saving a 20 second operation on 220
assignments adds up to a considerable
amount of time for each course.
For research paper, it is helpful to also
have the internet and a page of notes
open. Voice-to-text speeds writing
dramatically, especially taking notes from
books. Creating a transcript for a talk is
easy to accomplish in advance.
A wireless keyboard and mouse allows
the instructor to lean back while grading.
A lava lamp can relax the instructor…

Simple Accelerators

These are worth climbing the learning curve…

•

Utilize the Keyboard Shortcuts in Word
•

Learning the basics is easy

•

Learning dozens will save lots of time

CTRL-Z Undo
CTRL-X Cut
CTRL-C Copy
CTRL-V Paste
CTRL-ALT-M Insert Comment
CTRL-SHIFT-E Track Changes
CTRL-S Save
ALT-F4 Close File

•

•

Utilize the Macro Function of Word
•

Simply record the keystrokes automatically as you work

•

Assign a hotkey for speed

•

No programming is required

Grammarly is your friend in Blackboard

Type “Record a Macro”
into the help function
for instructions.

Automating Repetitive Keystrokes
Welcome to Keybreeze

This is a free program.
It always waits for you to hit a hotkey.
You can save an extended message using
key words.
It works in Word documents, and also
broader applications on your computer.
Experiment!

Voice-to-Text Software
Speak your mind quickly…

You can speak three times faster than
you can type…
The education edition costs $80 (less
than the $200 premium edition)
A corded headset is included with the
software, but a cordless bluetooth
headset is $60.
Microsoft Word has a built-in voice-totext capability, but more training is
required.

A stapler allows voice-to-text to be used
with a paper document and rubric.

Using the Custom Toolbar

Adding comments quickly and tracking changes.
This is a free option in Microsoft Word.
Add Track Changes and Insert Comment

Final File Suggestions
Anyone can do this…

•

•

•
•

Ask for all student submissions with a standard file name.
•

Downloaded files will automatically sort alphabetically

•

Keep a record of all student submissions

•

Hire a helper to complete simple tasks

Lastname.Firstname.Week.Class.doc

Keep a standardized file tree for each course
•

Add a number to sort current courses to the top

•

Keep student archives by course and week

Dropbox, Mozy, or SkyDrive are file friends
Windows.com for PowerPoint templates…

Syllabus
Course Materials
IWU Downloads
Publisher Downloads
Student Archives

Your Ideas!
Share some best practices for
Better Grading Faster…

Final Quiz:
Name three (or more)
techniques that will help you
grade better faster.

Thanks for Participating!
Go serve students better while grading faster.

Final Questions?

